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Abstract
One of the important problems indata mining is discovering 
association rules from databases of transactions where each 
transaction consists of a set of items. The most time consuming 
operation in this discovery process is the computation of the 
frequency of the occurrences of interesting subset of items 
(called candidates) in the database of transactions. To prune the 
exponentially large space of candidates, most Existing algorithms 
consider only those candidates that have a user defined minimum 
support. Even with the pruning, the task of finding all association 
rules requires a lot of computation power and memory. Parallel 
computers offer a potential solution to the computation requirement 
of this task, provided efficient and scalable parallel algorithms 
can be designed. In this paper, we have implemented Sequential, 
Parallel and Count Distribution mining of Association Rules 
using Apriori algorithms and evaluated the performances of three 
algorithms on the basis of Time and Space.
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I. Introduction
Association rules of events/nodes can be regarded as probability 
rules due to their co-occurrence [1]. The real life example is 
the database of sales transactions. In such case, the objective 
is to find the items that are bought together. Such information 
is helpful in the development of marketing strategies with great 
success. Association rule mining finds interesting association or 
correlation relationship among a large data set of items [1-2]. The 
discovery of interesting association rules can help in decision 
making process. Association rule mining that implies a single 
predicate is referred as a single dimensional or intra dimension 
association rule, since it contains a single distinct predicate with 
multiple occurrences (the predicate occurs more than once within 
the rule). The terminology of single dimensional or intradimension 
association rule is used in multidimensionaldatabase by assuming 
each distinct predicate in the rule as a dimension. For instance, 
in market basket analysis,. In market basket analysis, it might be 
discovered a Booleanassociation rule “laptop b/w printer” which 
can also be written as a single dimensional association rule as 
follows.

A. Rule-1 buys(X, “laptop”) buys(X, “b/w printer”)
where, buys is a given predicate and X is a variable representing 
customers who purchased items (e.g. laptop and b/w printer). 
In general, laptop and b/w printer are two different data that are 
taken from a certain database attribute, called items. In general, 
Apriori [1] is used an influential algorithm for mining frequent 
itemsets for generating Boolean (single dimensional) association 
rules. Additional relational information regarding the customers 
who purchased the items, such as customer age, occupation, 
credit rating, income and address, may also have a correlation 
to the purchased items. Considering each database attribute as a 
predicate, it can therefore be interesting to mine association rules 
containing multiple predicate, such as:

B. Rule-2: Age (“20..29”) ? sex(“Male”) ? income(“5K..7K”) 
?buys(“Laptop”)
Where, there are four predicates, namely age, sex, income and 
buys. Association rules that involve two or more dimensions or 
predicates can be referred to as multidimensional association rules. 
Multidimensionalrules with no repeated predicates are called 
interdimension association rules (e.g Rule-2) [4]. On theother 
hand, multidimensional association rules with repeated predicates, 
which contain multiple occurrences of some predicates, are 
called hybrid-dimensionassociation rules .The rules may be also 
considered ascombination (hybridization) between intradimension 
association rules and interdimension association rules. An example 
of such a rule is the following, where the predicate buys is 
repeated

C. Rule-3 Age (“20..29”) ? sex(“Male”) ? income(“5K”) ? 
buys(“Laptop”) ? buys(“Laser Printer”).
In association rules, events are taken as variables but ifa complete 
rule is taken as a variable/node which is basedon probability rule 
with maximized probability to developthe relation among relation 
for further generalization inthe market strategy.Here, we may 
firstly interested in mining multidimensional association rules 
with no repeated predicates or interdimension association rules. 
Hybrid dimension association rules as an extended concept of 
multidimensional association rules will be discussed later in our 
next paper. The inter dimension association rules may be generated 
from a relational database or data warehouse with multiple 
attributes by which each attribute is associated with a predicate. 
Conceptually, a multidimensional association rule, consists of A 
and B as two datasets, called Condition and decision, respectively. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes Proposed 
work (Association Rule Mining for Sequential, Parallel and 
Count distribution). Section 3 presents experimental results and 
performance analysis. Section 4 presents conclusion and future 
scope

II. Proposedwork

A. Association Rule Mining Using Parllel Apriori  
Algorithm
The algorithm assumes shared-nothing architecture where each of 
processor has private memory and a private disk. The processor 
is connected by a communication network and can communicate 
only by passing messages. The communication primitives used by 
our algorithms are part of the MPI (Message Passing Interface) 
[6-7] communication library supported on the IBM-SP and are 
keywords set for a message passing communication standard 
currently under discussion. Data is evenly distributed on the disks 
attached to the processors. Each processor’s disk has roughly an 
equal number of transactions. We do not require transactions to
be placed on the disks in any special way. We can achieve the 
parallelism of Apriori Algorithm in different ways; at instructional 
level or at data level or control level. We are following data level 
parallelism. Using given database generates the dominant group 
and also divides the database into N partitions. Each partition 
will be assigned to a processor. Data level parallelism of Apriori 
algorithm
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[2, 4] addresses the problem of finding all frequent keyword 
sets and the generation of the rules form frequent keyword set. 
Refer to table 2 for a summary of notations used in the algorithm 
description. We are using superscripts to indicate processor id or 
rank and subscripts to indicate the pass number (also the size of 
keyword set).

B. Count  Distribution  using  Association

1. Rule Mining
This algorithm uses a simple principleof allowing \redundant 
computations in parallel on other-wise idle processors to avoid 
communication”. The _rst pass is special. For all other passes k > 
1, the algorithm works as follows:1. Each processor Pi generates 
the complete Ck, using the complete frequent item set Lk1 created 
at the end of pass k
(i). Observe that since each processor has the identical Lk1, they 
will be generating identical Ck.4
(ii). Processor Pi makes a pass over its data partition Di and 
develops local support counts for Candidates in Ck.
(iii). Processor Pi exchanges local Ck counts with all other 
processors to develop global Ck counts. Processors are forced to 
synchronize in this step.
(iv). Each processor Pi now computes Lk from Ck.
(v). Each processor Pi independently makes the decision to 
erminate or continue to the next pass.The decision will be identical 
as the processors all have identical Lk. In the _rst pass, each 
processor Pi dynamically generates its local candidate item set Ci1 
Depending on the items actually present in its local data partition 
Di. Hence, the candidates counted by di_erent Processors may 
not be identical and care must be taken in exchanging the local 
counts to determine global C1.Thus, in every pass, processors 
can scan the local data asynchronously in parallel. However, they 
must synchronize at the end of each pass to develop global counts. 
Performance Considerations. Steps 1-2 and 4-5 are similar to that 
of the serial algorithm. Then on-obvious step is how processors 
exchange local counts to arrive at global Ck counts. We give 
details of how we implement this step e_ciently, separately for 
passes k > 1 and pass 1. Pass k > 1:. Recall that the candidates 
are kept in a hash-tree to allow e_cient counting when making 
a pass over the data (Section II). To exchange local counts, 
each processor Pi asynchronously extracts its local counts for 
Ck into a count array LCntArr. Note that since Ck is identical 
for all processors, if every processor traverses Ck in exactly 
the same order, corresponding elements of the count arrays will 
correspond to identical candidate item sets. We thus do not have to 
communicate item sets themselves but only their counts. We also 
save on computation because we can sum these local counts using 
simple vector summation rather than having to compare and match 
candidates. Having created LCntArr, processors now do Reduce 
Scatter () communication to perform a partitioned vector-sum of 
the count arrays. Figure 3 shows the Reduce Scatter () operation 
pictorially. As the result of this operation, processor Pi receives in 
the PartGCntArr receive bu_er the global Counts of all the items 
in the ith LCntArr partition of all the processors. The number 
of items in each partition, PartSize, will be sizeof(LCntArr)/N. 
ReduceScatter SendBuf=LCntArr,ReceiveBuf=PartGCntArr,Bl
ockLen= PartSize, Reduction Function=add)

III. Experimental Results
In order to implement the required Parallel Association rule using 
Apriori algorithm and Count Distribution, we selected to use c# 

language in .Net environment. For this purpose, a text matrix 
file of association rules on confidence values in percentages is 
used. The following are the results of Parallel Association Rule 
using Apriori

Fig. 1: Dataset generated for parallel and count distribution 
association rule mining

The following figs. shows the comparison of performance of 
Apriori, Parallel Apriori Count Distribution Algorithms by using 
time complexity and space complexity.

Fig. 2: Bar chart shows comparison of time complexity between 
Apriori, Parallel and Count Distribution

Fig. 3: Line chart shows comparison of time complexity between 
Apriori, Parallel and Count Distribution
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Fig. 4: Line chart shows comparison of space complexity between 
Apriori, Parallel and Count Distribution

Fig. 5: Bar chart shows comparison of space complexity between 
Apriori, Parallel and Count Distribution.

IV. Conclusions And Future Work
In this paper, the Parallel mining is proposed to mining of 
interdimension association rules. Mining rules with the Parallel 
algorithm is two step processes: First we apply the CombineDims 
algorithm to combine the selected dimensions in order to provide 
the framework for mining interdimension association rules. Then, 
we apply the Count Distribution algorithm to discover frequent 
itemsets in the transaction database. The algorithm provides better 
performance improvements. The gap between the Parallel mining 
, Apriori and Count distribution algorithms becomes evident with 
the number and size of pattems identified and the searching time 
reduced. Also in this paper, we presented an automated Count 
distribution data mining technique. This technique is useful for 
obtaining further knowledge from association rules in a hierarchical 
way. Additionally, this technique shows the relation in uncertain 
environment among nodes (association rules) with the help of 
probability.
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